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SUMMARY

1- The preliminary process design of a PRFR pilot leaching plant, which
is proposed to be located in Cell B of Building 3026 at ORNL, is considered.

Chemical, physical, and nuclear parameters are investigated in order that
the leaching operations may be carried out without any chemical or nuclear

j
hazards.

Nitric acid solvents are used for leaching the uranium and/or thorium
from the sheared spent fuel elements, and the dissolved fuel is sent through
a shielded pipeline to the extraction plant in Building 3019 at ORNL for
further processing.  Recommended materials of construction are 304L stain-
less steel and 309SCb stainless steel, and maintenance is by direct

procedures.                                                                                                                        -      
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NOTICE

·    This document contains information of a preliminary nature
and was prepared primarily for internal use at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.  It is subiect to revision or correction      ,
and therefore does not represent a final report. The information
is not to be abstracted, reprinted or otherwise given public
dissemination without the approval of the ORNL patent branch,
Legal and Information Control Department.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
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Government nor any agency Thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal
liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product,
process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement,
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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United States,
nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy,

completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of

any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
privately owned rights, or

8. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the us. if
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, -person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or
contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee
or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or

provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission,
or his employment with such contractor.
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Introduction
./1

Mechanical processing of spent fuel elements from various power reactors

consists of shearing these elements into short lengths which exposes the fuel,
and subsequently leaching the fuel from these sheared lengths.  This report
considers the Preliminary process design and the' flowsheet of a pilot leaching
plant for use in tests to prove the feasibility of mechanical processing.

This unit is to be located in Cell B of Building 3026 at ORNL,.and it is

designed such that it does not present a chemical or a nuclear hazard.  The
physical size of the leacher itself arbitrarily is limited to about 100 gal.
No feed adjustment is made at this location but the dissolved fuel is sent
to the chemical extraction plant in Building 3019 at ORNL through a suitable
pipeline.  The pressure inside the leaching plant equipment is to be main-     r

tained at a slight vacuum to insure air inleakage if a failure occurred in
the walls of the equipment.

Shears for segmenting the spent fuel elements are to be located in Cell A
of Bldg. 3026.  Design of these shears and methods of transporting the

segmented material from the shears to the leacher are not considered in this
report.

Basic Chemistry

Nitric acid is used for leaching the U02 from the sheared fuel elements.
The basic chemical reaction for this process is(1)

22 kcal
2U02    +   68303    +   3H20       --4  2U02 (N03)2     '    6320    +   NO    +   N02    ;    AHS- =   4,  .: 11101    u

For the leaching of the Th02 - U02 from the sheared fuel elements such as those
from the Consolidated Edison reactor, nitric acid contaihing a small amount
fluoride ion is recommended.  The basic chemical reaction for this process is(1)

24 kcal

Th02  + 4]IN03     Fl   Th  (N03 )4  + 2H20  i  AH  = .- .2 661 Th

Both of these chemical reactions are exothermic and provision must be made
for the removal of this heat during the leaching process.  A reflux condenser
is chosen since the leacher is usually operated at boiling temperatures. Nitric
oxide    (NO) and nitrogen dioxide    (N02) are produced during the dissolution  of   U02.
These oxides are gaseous, and they are absorbed at a relatively slow rate by
water to form nitric acid.  Since the rate of absorption is proportional to
the vapor liquid interfacial area, a downdraft condenser is selected to maintain
a greater nitric acid economy at the leacher.

Leaching times of U02 from sheared 9rotgtype PWR blanket elements in nitric
acid have been determined by 'G. A.  West. c223 ) These times were obtained for
elements sheared into various lengths, and the experimental results are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. Leaching times shown in Fig. 1 are for cases where the sheared
pellets are placed  with the nitric  acid  in a vessel  at room temperature   and  sub -
sequently brought   up to boiling temperatures. Those shqwn   in   Fig.    2   are   for   the
sheared pellets dropped into boiling nitric acid.  For both sets of data, 10 molar
nitric acid was used at a volume to mass ratio of about 3 ml of acid per g of
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U02.  These data indicate that the dissolution of the U02 in nitric acid is0 essentially complete in about 2 hours.

Foaming accompanied the dissolution process for both situations, but it was
'           substantially less for cases where the pellets and acid were placed in a vessel

at room temperatures and subsequently brought  up to boiling temperatures.     No
residual U02 was found in the leached material.

On the basis of these experiments, 10 molar nitric acid is suggested for the
leaching of the U02 from the sheared spent fuel:elements.  Further operating

experience is required to determine whether the acid should be initially at room
temperature or at the boiling temperature.  The leacher should be filled only to
half of its capacity (50 gal) in order to allow about 100% freeboard volume for

the foam.  The volume of acid suggested should be such that the final uranium
concentration in the acid is 2 molar.

Leaching data for the dissolution of Th02-U02 fuel from the sheared elements
are not as extensive as

   se   for
the sheared U02 material. Preliminary   data

obtained by L. M. Ferris show that about 90 to 95% of the fuel can be dissolved
from the sheared elements in about 5 to 6 hours at boiling temperatures.  The sol-
vent used in these experiments was 13 molar nitric acid containing 0.04 molar
sodium fluoride and 0.04 molar aluminum nitrate, which was used at a volume to
mass ratio of 3.5 ml acid per g of oxide.  Dissolutiog data of Th02-U02 pellets
in this acid mixture have been obtained by W. D. Bond(5).  These data indicate

that the 13 molar acid concentration is desired and that the dissolved thorium
e         acts as an inhibitor to the dissolution process.  When the dissolved thorium

concentration is above 1 molar, the dissolution rate becomes negligible.  Very
little or no foaming accompanies this dissolution process.

*
On the basis of these experiments, 13 molar nitric acid containing 0.04

molar sodium fluoride and 0.04 molar aluminum nitrate at boiling temperatures

is suggested for the dissolution of the Th02-U02 fuel.  The initial acid
charge suggested is that such as the final dissolved thorium concentration in
the acid dolution is 1 molar.

One proposed method of transporting the sheared fuel elements from the
shears to the jfacher is to can them in containers made from aluminum or
carbon steel.(0)  These cans of the segmented material would be moved from
the   shears  to the leacher by suitable methods,  and  the cans subsequently would
be dissolved with the fuel in the leacher.  The aluminum or the iron added to
the solution would not affect the solvent extraction process which follows
later. (7)  Aluminum will dissolve readily along with the uranium and/or thorium

in nitric acid if a small amount of mercuric nitrate is added to the solvent.
Since iron may cause an instability in the dissolved fuel solution, more
experimental work is required before it is *gown whether  this material is

satisfactory for the transport containers.( )

Materials of Construction

./ The use of nitric acid chemistry will permit the use of 304L stainless

steel and 309SCb stainless steel as the materials of construction for the PRFR
» pilot leaching #lant.  Corrosion rates for these two metals in the Thorex pilot
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plant have been determined by English. (9'10    Some of the results from samples

*         placed in the Thorex dissolver.and feed adjustment tanks are shown in Table 1.
As can be seen from this table, the metal exposed to the vapor phase experienced

1 more severe damage than that exposed to the solution phase.  The corrosion was
generally uniform except at the welds where some intergranular and knife-line
corrosion took place.

Some specimens of 347 stainless steel were exposed in the Thorex plant also.
The corrosion rates of this alloy were considerably higher than those for 304L

and 309SCb stainless steel and therefore it is not recommended for use in the
PRFR leaching plant.

Flowsheet

A flowsheet of the PRFR pilot leaching plant is shown in Fig. 3.  The nec-
essary equipment and facilities to make the operation of this pilot plant feasible

and practical are summarized as follows:

L - 1  Leacher
L - 2  Condenser and Entrainment Separator
L - 3  Recycle Acid Tank
L - 4  Feed Acid Heater
L - 5  Surge Tank
L - 6  Solution Pipeline Pump
L - 7  Solution Pipeline Pump

,                     L-8  Turco 4501 Solution Storage Tank
L - 9  Turco 4502 Solution Storage Tank
L  -  10 Caustic Scrubber (Optional)

4                     M-1  Acid Feed Tank
M - 2  Rinse Solution Tank
M - 3  Makeup Acid Rap
M - 4  Caustic Solution Tank (Optional)

M  -  5 Makeup Caustic Puinp (Optional)

Items containing radioactive materials are located within shielded areas,
and items containing nonradioactive materials are located outside of the
shielding.  Off gas produced during the leaching operations passes directly
from the entrainment separater te the stagk through the present off gas line
dis charging    from   Cell   A of Building    3026. ·(11) Caustic scrubbing equipment,
which would be required if the radiation level or the nitrogen oxides contents

, of the off gas are beyond the capacity of the off gas treating equipment at
the   stack, is shown as optional  eguipment  on the flowsheet. Solutions   con-
taining the dissolved uranium and/or thorium are pumped from Building 3026
to  Building 3019 for further chemical processing through a shielded 1/2 in.
Sch. 4OS pipeline.

D

To make the operation of this plant more convenient, additional vessels
are added,to those absolutely required and these include the recycle acid.

D         tank, the surge tank, the Turco solution tanks, and the rinse solution tank.
The  recycle acid tank permits. a storage' volume for the acid solvent used for

in a subsequent leaching cycle, which greatly reduces the amount of evapora-
the washing operations of the leached cladding.  This acid may be then used

tion required at the feed adjustment tank at the extraction plant. A surge

1

3
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Table 1

Corrosion Rates  for  304L  and  309 SCb Stainless . Steeis::-ExpeiM.d.'in
the Batch Dissolver and Feed Adjustment Tknks of the Thorex Pilot Plant (9,10)

Perio  of Specimen Exposure* Corrosion Rate (mpy)
Operation Process Vessel Location (hr) 304L 309SCb

Production Batch dissolver Solution 634. 8.0 t O.4 3.1 t 0.5+
tank Vapor 634

'

3.6·t 1.7 2.0 - 0.3

Development Batch dissolver Solution 2706 31.8 + O.9 15·0 1 1.6
tank Vapor 2706 40.3 1 1.5 34.9 t 1.9

Production Feed adjustment ..C Solution 555 4. 
+-+0.4 6.1 2.2.5

tank Vapor 555 21.1 - 2.0 35.0 1 8.5

Development Feed adjusthent Solution 2609 41.4 t 4.8
tank Vapor 2609 94.-8  5 -3.0 84.9

Development Feed adjustment Solution 2142 19.6 t 2.8
2 4.9   ;   3.0

tank Vapor 2142 29.7 t 6.1 39.9 - 4.0

*  Holding time of solution at room temperature is not considered as a part of the exposure period.

r -
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, tank is included to store the solution containing the dissolved fuel prior
,  .     to pumping it through the pipe line to the extraction plant and provide a

          drain volume for the pipe line.  Tanks are provided for storing the Turco
decontamination solutions since this material is relatively expensive and
it   can  be used repeatedly. (19) The rinse solution  tank  is for storing  the
rinse solutions which may be used in some of the washing operations of the     ,··

I clad material.

Solutions from the acid feed tank and the' rinse solution tank can be added
to the leacher either directly, through the· recycle tank and the acid heater,
or through the surge tank.  These liquids flow to these various vessels thr6ugh

' WKbahds,;. which provide  a seal between  the cell equipment which operates  at  a
small vacuum (about 40 in. of water) and the makeup equipment which operate at

a smaller vacuum (about 4-5 in. of water).  Check valves are included in·these
lines to prevent the backflow of radioactive materials, and the makeup tanks serve
as air breaks between the plant equipment and'process water lines.

All radioactive liquid'waste from inside the leaching plant equipment is
jetted to the hot cell waste tank from only the surge tank in order that this
liquid can be sampled and analyzed before it is discarded. (An exception is
the optional caustic scrubber). This helps to insure that uranium and/or
thorium will not be accidently discharged to the waste area.

The    flowsheet as shown   in   Fig. 3 Reifuitsicth#   ·0peration:.of · thisi, plant-..., r.
essentially in the following manner:

,         '    1.  The sheared fuel elements-are transported from the shears and placed
in the leacher by suitable methods.

2.  The openings in the leacher are closed.

3.  Acid solvent is added to the recy,cle acid tank from the acid feed tank,
or   it  has been added  to the recycle   acid ·tank  from the leacher during  the   pre -
vious dissolution cycle.

4.  The acid is jetted from the recycle acid tank through the acid heater
to the leacher.

5. Uranium and/or thorium is leached  from the sheared material  by  the
hot acid.  A downdraft condenser is used for removing the heat of reaction.

6.  The solution containing the leached material is jetted into a surge

tank and it is pumped through a shielded pipeline to the chemical extraction
]plant.

7.  Fresh acid solvent is added to the leacher through the acid feed tank,
the recycle acid tank, and the feed acid heater.

8.       This   acid is allowed to reactnwith  any   fuel that possibly remains   with
the cladding in the leacher.

9.  This second charge of acid is jetted back to the recycle acid tank.

, .   I. .... I
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10.  Additional rinsings of the cladding are made with dilute nitric acid
or water from the rinse solution tank if found necessary by analysis of the.

liquid samples taken from the leacher.

•               11.  The cladding material remaining in the leacher is removed for disposal.

Although the above scheme is anticipated to be the usual method of operation
for the PRFR pilot leaching plant, there is enough flexibility designed into the
plant to permit alternate methods of operation.  For example, if the solution
in the leacher became unsuitable for transport to the chemical extraction plant,
part or all of this solution could be jetted into and stored in the recycle acid
tank.  Materials for subsequent operations in the leacher could be added through
the acid rinse tank.  The stored solution could be then jetted back into the
leacher at a desired rate.

Leacher

The design of the batch leacher stlected at the time of this report (July,
1959) is rather unorthodox as shown, in Figs. 4 and 5.  Modified or new designs

may be selected in the future as new methods of material transfer are developed.
The unorthodox design selected here is based on consideration of criticality,

the,necessary volume to contain   fuel and solvent, the loading and unloading   of
fuel segments and cladding, the offgas and instrument connectidns, and T
the possibility of scaleup.

As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the leacher selected consists of a central

+         tank containing the solvent acid and the dissolved fuel and two outboard pipes
containing the chopped fuel elements.  The nominal size of this leacher is
arbitrarily limited to about 100 gal, (12) and it contains 121 gal when it is

completely flooded.

Approximately 50 gal of acid per charge is used for dissolving U02 to
2 molar uranium concentration and 100 gal of acid per charge is used for
dissolving Th02-U02 to a 1 molar thorium concentration as summarized in
Table 2. (A 100% freeboard volume is allowed for the foam which is produced
during the dissolution of UO, with nitric acid.)  The leacher is thus capable
of handling approximately  lOD  kg  of  U02  or  Th02 -U02  for each charge.

The greatest concentration of U-235 contained in any of the fuel to be

processed (See Table 2) is that in the Consolidated Edison outer region elements.
(8.6 2   weight   %  of 93% enriched   U02 • (13)) A cylindrical container containing
this  fuel  must  be  10  in.   or  less in diameter in order  to be critically  safe. (14)
Also, this cylinder must be kept at least 2 ft from a similar container filled
with the saine material   and at least   1   ft    from   the acid solution   tank.

The limiting condition for sizing the acid tank of the leacher is taken
           as a solution with a 4 molar concentration of uranium from the N.S. Savannah

fuel.  This is a double batch situation, and the solution contains
-          39.6 g U-235/liter.  Although the Consolidated Edison outer region fuel

contains a greater weight percent of U-235 than that for the N.S. Savannah,
the dissolution rate of ThO  U02 in nitric acid containing 250 g/liter or more
thorium is negligible. (5,159- The U-235 concentration for the Consolidated
Edison case is less than that above, and therefore is not the limiting condition.

*
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Table 2

Acid Req irements and U-235 Cod8entrations for Leacher
Z.«

Bases:  1.  U-235 concentrations are based on those in the fresh fuel elements.
2.  Each charge contains 100 kg U02 or Th02-U02·

3.       Final.U02(NOR) 2 concentration 'for   U02   fuel   is 2 molar.
4.  Fihal Th(N0374 concentration for Th02-U02 fuel is ·1 molar.

ES**e*. Dissolved Dissolved Acid Acid Acid Volume
Element U02 Th02 u-235 .

1)0*gre      . Uoq  & Th02 U-235 Volume Volume   per charge
%      %     % o f Th,U, 0 g/cc g/liter g/liter   liters gal. mI/g

Consolidated
Edison

Inner Region 5.45 94.55 4.46 9.14 279 12.5 358 94.6 3.58
Middle Region 7.22 92.78 6.36 9.14 285 18.1 351 92.8 3.51
Outer Region 8.62 91.38 7.59 9.14

,
289 21.9 346 91.4 3.46

Rural Coopera- 4.47 95·53 3.65 8.97 276 10.1 362 95.6 3.62
tive

Commonwealth
Edison 1(1(1. .1.32 9.64 54o 7.13 185 48.9 1.85

Yankee Atomic 100 2.29 10.2 54o 12.4 185 48.9 1.85

N.    S. Savannah 100 3.67 10.1 54o 19.8 185 48.9 1.85

13
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A slab 6 in. thick is considered· safe for a solution containing 39.6 g/liter of
U-235.(14) The actual liquid thickness in the acid tank of the leacher is o

nly

5 in. in order to prevent a nuclear incident due to.the possible bowing of the

tank sides.

The top of the cylindrical outboard fuel tanks of the leacher are free of

all connections in order that they may be opened for the charging of the sheared
fuel elements and to permit the removal of the cladding material.  Although Fig. 4

shows ordinary flanges for this purpose, other types of closures are being considered.

Several process lines are connected to the leacher to aid in its operation.
These connections include:

1.  Offgas line.
2.  Condensate return line.
3.  Acid feed line.
4.  Rinse solution feed line

5.  Outlet lines to the surge tank.
6.  Outlet lines to the recycle acid tank.

7.  Air sparging lines.
8.  Sampling lines.
9.  Temperature probes.

10.  Liquid level probes.
11.  Density probes.
12.  Steam lines for the decontamination jets.

13. Steam lines  for the heating and cooling jackets.
14.  Condensate lines for the heating and cooling jackets.
15„       Cooling water lines.

.

With the exception of the lines connecting the heating and cooling jackets, all
process lines should· enter through  the  top  of the vessel whenever possible.     This
ih done to minimize the effect· of a failure which ·may occur at a welded joint.

Should a weld failure occur, the dissolved uranium would not be lost out into the
cell and the air leakage would be into the leacher.  Thus the uranium solution
could be contained and the cell contamination is held down to a minimum.

The heating and cooling of the liquid in the leacher is accomplished by heat-
ing and cooling jackets attached to the outboard pipes of the leacher.  Two jackets

are attached to each outboard pipe; the lower one being 2 ft long and the upper one
being 1-1/2 ft long.  Connections are made to these jackets to permit the use of
100 psig steam for heating or water for cooling.  A jacket is not placed on the
flat acid tank of the leacher because stress considerations would result in a very
thick vessel wall. (16)  As shown in Appendix A, these jackets are capable of heat-

ing  the acid solution in.the leacher  from room temperature to boiling temperature
in about 1/2 hr, and they are capable of cooling this solution from boiling tempera-
ture to about 100OF in about 1 hr.  Also, water can be evaporated'from the solution
in the leacher at a rate of about 0.4 gpm.

The size of the top connection between the flat acid tank and the outboard fuel

pipes of the leacher is important in order that the entire leacher may be maintained
below atmospheric pressure during its operation.  As shown in Appendix B, the design
offgas rate is set at 400 cfm.  Assuming the pressure drop through this connecting

pipe is essentially   due   to   the   pipe' s inlet and outlet,   the   head   loss   of   the   gas
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flowing through this pipe is estimated by

v2
AH = 1.5 2gc (1)

where tH - head loss

V   = velocity through the pipe

ge  =  conversion factor in Newton's law of motion

If this connection. is a 4 in. Sch. 40 pipe, the head loss.for 400 cfm of offgas

[(400 ) (144 ) 72

l:H (1.5)(i2)(0.000862) L(60)(12.73)J  = 1.4 in. water(1) (2) (32.17)'
Although a 4 in. Sch. 40 pipe is satisfactory for this connection, a 6 in. Sch.
40 pipe is actually used to be c6nservative.

For the offgas pipe from the leacher to the reflux condenser, the pressure
drop is assumed to be that due to pipe's inlet, outlet, and bend.  . Therefore,- the
head loss of the gas flowing through this pipe is estimated by

AH         1.4                                                                 (2)
.

:  Using   a   4   in.    Sch.    40   pipe,

22    1 4 (1.4)  = 1.3 in. water

A 4 in.: Dipe is satisfactory for this application also, but a 6 in. pipe is
.used again to stay conservative.

Scaling up of this particular leacher could be accomplished by adding
more outboard fuel pipes and enlarging the central acid tank.  As stated above,
the outboard fuel pipes must be kept at least 1 ft from the acid tank and
2 ft apart from each other in order to be critically safe.(14)  The enlarged
acid tank could be a large cylindrical tank containing poison rods to prevent
any nuclear incident.     Such a design  has been shown possible  by the calculations
of B.  E: Prince. (17) This scheme was not adopted in this pilot plant ·leacher
design because of the lack of experimental driticality data (14).

Reflux Condenser

The reflux condenser for the PRFR pilot leaching plant is a shell and tube
heat exchanger with the downflow of vapor through the tubes.  As shown in
Appendix C and Fig. 6, this heat exchanger contains ninety-six 5/8 in. 14 BWG
tubes which are 45 in. long.  These tubes are contained in a 12 in. pipe shell
which has 1-1/2 in. conn6ctions to carry about 45 fpm of cooling water.  The
baffle spacing is 9 in.

This unit is designed to remove about 450,000 Btu/hr of heat from about 350 cf'm

of   vapor. The inlet and outlet temperatures   of the vapor are assumed  to  be   220
and 130'F, and those of the cooling water about 70 and 900F.  A vapor flow rate of
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Figure 6. Reflux Condenser.
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350 cfm is used for the condenser calculations since the 400 cfm design value

shown in Appendix B is highly conservative and would result in an unreasonably
large size heat exchanger.  The head loss of the vapor flowing through this con-
denser is less than 1 in. of water.                                            i

Entrainment Separator and Offgas Pipe

The entrainment separator for the vapor leaving the reflux condenser is
a 1 ft extension of the shell of the reflux condenser as shown in Fig. 6.  The
bottom drain consists of a 3/4 in. Sch. 40 pipe with about a 1 ft condensate trap

in it.  The head loss through this drain pipe is less than 1 in. of water and there-
fore there should be no flooding of the entrainment separator with the condensate.
The offgas pipe leaving from the side of the separator.is a 3 in. Sch. 1OS pipe.
Assuming two 900 bends in this offgas pipe, the head loss is (including the inlet
and outlet losses)

v2a= 3.0 -                                             (3)2gc

From Appendix B, the maximum flow of the vapor leaving the condenser is about 200
cfm.  The head loss through the offgas pipe for these conditions is then

(200)(144) 2
g = (3.0) (12) (0,000862)

(60)(8.35)  = 2.0 in. water
(1) (2) (32.17)

Acid Feed and Rinse Solution Tanks and Pump
.

The acid feed tanks and the rinse solution tanks are each a 150 gal. tank
located exterior to the shielding.  These tanks are used for the dual purpose of
making up solutions for the dissolution of the fuel from the sheared elements and
for making up solutions for decontamination purposes.  Drawings of these tanks are
shown in Fig. 7.

-               Services for these tanks include as shown in Figs. 3 and 7

1.  Water inlet lines.
2.  Concentrated,solution lines.
3.  Vent lines.
4.  Soluble powder addition point.

5.  Overflow lines.
6.  Drain lines.
7.  Temperature probe.
8.  Liquid level probes.
9.  Density probes.

10.  Steam lines for the heating coils.
11.  Condensate lines for the heating coils.

As shown on the flowsheet of Fig. 3, acid is pumped from the receiving container
into these tanks.  This acid is diluted with process water which is satisfactory
since this pilot plant is limited to dissolution operations.  Mixing of the acid

       or the decontamination agents with the water is accomplished by recirculating the

-          --.-'.--- -                                                                                   i      -
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Figure 7. Acid Caustic and Rinse Solution Tanks.
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      material in and out of the tanks with the acid makeup pump.  Samples for analysis
are taken from the acid addition line during this mixing operation.  If for some

reason the mixing by this method is unsatisfactory, mountings are provided (as
shown in Fig. 7) for angular, off-center propeller mixers.

.
The vent lines from these solution tanks are connected to the main Offgas

line of the pilot leaching plant.  Some suitable arrangement (an orifice) must be

provided to limit the vacuum in these tanks to a much lower value than that in
the rest of the leaching plant (approximately 3-4 in. of water).  Drain and over-

flow lines are provided to permit the draining and preventing overflow of these

vessels.

Sblutions from the acid feed tank are fed into the leacher by first draining
it from the acid feed tank into the recycle acid tank and subsequently steam

jetting it into the leacher, or directly by gravity.  Rinse solutions are added

to the leacher from the rinse solution tank directly by gravity flow.

Solutions to be used for the decontaminat16n, of the pilot plant are made up
in the same vessels, and steam coils are provided for heating these solutions prior

to their addition to the leaching plant.  As shown in Appendix D, coils consisting

of 10 turns of 3/4 in. 16 BWG tubing on a 30 in. diameter will heat thesd liquids to
the desired temperatures   in  less   than  3/4  hr. The heating medium  is   100  psig

steam.  The decontaminatiod solutions can be added to the leaching plant either

through the usual acid addition lines or through a 9uick disconnect panel similarto that used in the present Thorex bilot plant.„ (18, This quick disconnect panel

channels  the  flow of t]p Jecontamination solution to various parts  of the PRFR ·
pilot leaching plant. c19)

A Series S Chem pump (40) is recommended for the acid feed pump.  No packing

is   required for these pumps   and the solutions ate clean and nonradioactlve.
This pump ser\res several purposes.

1.  Add concentrated acid to the feed tanks.
2.  Recirculate the solutions for mixing purposes.
3.  Pump decontamination solutions to various parts of the cell

through a quick-disconnect panel and suitable spray nozzles.

The exact size pump is not selected here since layout and other considerations are

necessary.

Recycle Acid Tank

The  recycle   acid  tank as shown  in  Figs.   3   and  8  permits the recycling  of  the
acid to and from the leacher without removing any material from the cell.  This
allolts  the acid used for rinsing the leached cladding to be used as the initial
solvent during the next charge of material to be leached.  The acid is moved between
the leacher and the recycle acid tank by the means of steam jet syphons.  Also, the
recycle tank provides storage area for a solution that does not behave normally in
the leacher and making an alternate treatment necessary for the fuel segments.

& ,
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Figure 8. Recycle Acid Tank.
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0 This recycle acid tank is constructed of two 12 in. Sch. 40 pipes, each 11

ft long, which gives a capacity of 120 gal.  Criticality considerations necess-
itated the 12 in. maximum diameter for each pipe, and an edge to edge distance
of at least 2 ft. (14)  The design basis for the maximum U-235 concentration

in these recycle tanks *A the possible double batching of the dissolved fuel from
the N. S. Savannah fuel elements of 39.6 g U-235/liter.

The services to permit the effective operation of the recycle acid tank
include as shown in Figs. 3 and 8.

1.  Acid inlet line.
2.  Solution inlet line.
3.  Drain lines.
4.  Vent lines.
5.  Sampling lines.
6.  Temperature probe.

7.  Liquid level probes.
8.  Density probes.
9.  Steam lines for the decontamination jets.

10.  Steam lines for the heating and cooling jackets.
11.  Condensate lines for the heating and cooling jackets.
12.  Cooling water lines.

As for the leacher, all process lines should enter through the top of the vessel
whenever possible.  The exceptions here are the drain lines and the lines connect-
ing the heating and cooling jackets.

Heating and cooling jackets are necessary for cooling the solution prior·to
steam jetting  it  to· the leacher  and for decontamination purposes.     As  can  be  seen
from Appendix E, two jackets each 3 ft long pennit the heating of the solution
in about 1/2 hr.  The inlet steam lines are 3/4 in. Sch. 40 pipes and the conden-

sate  lines  are  1/2  in.  Sch. 40 pipes. The cooling water ,connections  are   1  in,
Sch. 40 pipes.

Feed Acid Heater

The feed acid heater shown in Figs. 3 and 9 is for heating the acid solution

from 110OF to just below boiling temperatures when jetting the acid from the re-
cycle acid tank to the leacher.  The acid can be preheated to 110'F in the recycle
acid tank prior to jetting it to the leacher.  It is not heated to higher tempera-
tures since the steam jet eductor does operate satisfactorily with: liquids at higher
temperatures.

This heater consists of a 7 in. coil with 19-1/2 turns of 5/8 in. 16 BWG tubing
inside a 8 in. Sch. 1OS pipe.  The liquid flows inside the tubing and it is heated

by 100 psig steam condensing on the outisde surface.  Calculations in Appendix F
show that this arrangement will give satisfactory heating of the fluid.  The inlet
steam connection is a 3/4 in. Sch. 40 pipe and the condensate connection is a 1/2 in.
Sch. 40 pipe.
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PARTS LIST
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Figure 9. Feed Acid Heater.
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...... Surge Tank

The surge tank shown in the flowsheet Fig. 3 is identical in construction
to the recycle   acid tank shown   in  Fig.8.·  This tank provides a storage space
for · the dissolved fuel solution prior to pumping it through the pipeline   to   the
extraction plant and a drain space for the solution pipeline.  All solutions
jetted to the hot cell waste tank pass through this vessel.  (An exception is
the waste  from the eaustic scrubber  if it is included' in the pilot plant".)   By
this method, all the solutions can be sampled and analyzed before they are drain-
ed to the waste area. All solutions can be transferred between the leacher and
the surge tank by means of steam jet syphons.  Steam jet syphons are chosen in
preference to air lifts for these applications because of layout considerations.

"
Connections are also made between these tank

119 d
the tanks for storing the Turco

solutions used for decontamination purposes.

Criticality and heat transfer considerations used in the design of the
recycle acid tank apply for the surge tank, and all the connections and instru-
ments used for the recycle acid tanks are included here.  In addition to the
connections, the following are.required for the surge tank:

1.  Inlet from the Turco 4501 solution storage tanks.
2.     Inlet  from the TUrco 4502 solution storage tanks.

Consideration was given to the use of the recycle acid tank as the surge
tank  also. This arrangement would require a smaller number of vessel-s--to  be
placed within the cell. However, the flexibility qf the PRFR leaching plant
would be greatly reduced, particularly when some material would'have to be stored
within the cell outaide of the leacher and'some other solution was in the leacher
and required transfer  to the chemical extraction plant. Also, the leaching plant

repair.
would have to be shut down if the pipeline required a drain space if it needed

Turco Solutions Storage Tanks

Storage tanks are provided for each of the Turco 4501 and Turco 4502 solu-

tions since these solutions are relatively costly and'can be used repeatedly.
These solutioTs are recommended for the decontamination of the PRFR pilot leach-
ing plant. (19, The location of these tanks

 

should,be  in some shielded area exter-
ior to the main processing cell as shown schematically in the flowsheet, Fig. 3.

Because of criticality and volume requirements, these tanks are identical in
size and construction to the recycle acid tank.  The inlet and outlet lines of
these tanks are connected to the surge tanks, and the vent lines from'these tanks
are  connected  to the ·surge  tank  vent  line. No provisions  are  made for taking
samples from these tanks since analysis·of these materials are required only
when they are in other process,vessels.  Heating and cooling jackets are provided
for these tanks since the solutions require cooling before jetting them to the
surge tAn»   ahdaa] no  may -need heating   if the storage tanks themselves require
decontamination.  Only level and temperature instrumehts are required-for these
units.

i
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Salution Pipe Line and Pumps

The solutions containing the U02(N03)2 and/or Th(NO3)4 are pumped frdm
the FRFR pilot leaching plant ·in Building 3026  to $he cRemical extraction plant
in Building 3019 through B s ielded pipe line(20,21) (1/2 in. Sch. 40 stainless
steel) about ·585 ft long. (22

This implies an inventory volume of 1.235 ft3 which can be readily contained
in the surge  tank. The· height from the floor  of the cells in Building  3026  to
the ceiling of the cells in Building 3019 is 49 ft.

As shown schematically in Fig. 3, the solutions would flow from the surge

tanks through valves located in a shielded valve pit, through the pumps located
in a shielded area, and through the shielded pipe line up to the chemical extrac-
tion plant. Bellows sealed valves. such as those are presently  used  in the chemi-,
cal pilot plant are recommended., Two centrifugal pumps are placed in parallelf24)

in two separate shielded areas which allow one pump.to be repaired while: th€ other
one is in operation.  Freeze jackets are placed on the lines to and from the pumps
in the valve pit whiah can be used to form freeze plugs in order that the pumps

may be serviced safely.  These freeze pl gs are similar to those presently. being
used on the homogeneous reactor test. (39,

Two Chempumps purchased for use with the proposed PAR slurr¥ 19op for the
Oak Ridge Research Reactor ard presently available (July,    1959).· '201 These pumps
have high purity a101*:Wn oxide bearings   and  are  fitted  with a tubular   type   of
filter (Porolloy-3 micron porosity)    in the discharge   line   so   that  the   purge fluid
for the pump must pass.through this filter.  The performance of these pumps are
similar to those of the Series CFH-3 Chempump (about 180 ft at shutoff and about
160 ft at 30 gym for water at 20'C). -It is.recommended, however, that the per-
formance and the bearing thrust of these pumps be measured experimentally.  If
they are unsatisfactory or can not b6 modified for this particular service, new

pumps are recommended.  Also, the stability of the aluminum  oxide used in the
bearings of these pumps  in the· contacting solutions  such' as nitric  acid  and  the
Turco solutions should be investigated.  If they are unsatisfactory other material
of construction should be used for the bearings such as graphitar and stainless
steel.

The solution should be pumped through this pipeline at a rate of at least
3 gpm in order to prevent the fines (particles of 1000 micron or less diameter)
from settling out in the pipeline.

Samplers

The samplers are to take representative solution samples from the leacher,
- the recycle acid tank, the surge tank and the caustic scrubber (if inst*lled) .
Because of the success of the sampling units in the Thorex plant (23,241, units
similar to these are recommended for the PRFB  *lot leaching plant.  Fig. 10
shows the principle of this type of sampler.(2 )  A liquid stream from the vessel

to be sampled is circulated through a sample bottle by the means of an air lift.

/\-4
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After a satisfactory period of circulation, the sample bottle is removed from

'         a shielded sampling blister with a representative sample of the solution in the
vessel.  The sampling bottle is kept 80 to 85% full during the sampling opera-

tion by the means of a floating pressure regulating valve.  This floating type
valve compensates for the various submergence levels of'tthe sampler's air lift,
thus insuring a constant flow rate to the sample bottle.  The flow through the

' sampler is automatically interrupted   if this bottle is removed   from the sampler.

Hot Cell Waste

The hot waste from the cell passes to a holdup tank in the hot waste tank
farm of the Laboratory, which is a cylinder 5 ft 6 in. in diameter and 7 ft
4 in. high. The capacity of this $an]s is rated at 1000 gal. and it ordinarily
contains about 700 gal. of liquid.(26)  Critical concentrations of dissolved

uranium and/or thorium are shown in Fig. 11.  These concentrations were deter-
mined by the modified one-group criticality formula and the information calcu-
lated by Prince.(17)  This formula is

77    fp    =    1  + M282                                              (4)
c25

The fp curves for the dissolved fuel from various reactor elements shown in
Fig.   11  were   calc lated by Prince (17),  and the critical upper limits  of  fp  are
given by (1 + M284)/ 925 shown as straight lines. For these calculations, the
migration area M2 is assumed to be 32 cmc, 925 is 2.08, and the geometric buck-
ling 82 is that for a cylinder.  To account for any water which might surround
the waste tank and act as a reflector, 6 in. were added to the liquid height
and the diameter in calculating the geometric buckling B2.

In case of an accidental discharge of 100 gal of dissolved Consolidated
Edison fuel to the waste tank, a critical incident would not occur since the
maximum concentration of thorium that can be obtained by dissolution is 250
g/liter. (15)     (The u-235 content  in this solution  is 22.0 g/liter.)    A  100  gal
quantity of double batch concentration (4 M) of dissolved fuel from the
N.S. Savannah fuel elements (39.6 g u-235/liter) could cause a critical mass.
This situation is very unlikely to occur because of the following reasons:

1.  Only 50 gal. of acid are used for each batch of fuel in the leacher
which yields a fuel concentration of 2  ·

2. A double charge of fuel yields only 50 gal. of 4 M solution.

3.  100 gal. of acid reduces the above poncentrations by a factor of two.
To get 100 gal. of 4 M U02(N03)2, four charges of the segmented fuel to the
leacher are required.  This situation is extremely improbable.

4.  The fuel for reprocessing ususally contains less than the initial amounts
of U-235 due to burnup in the reactoro

1.- 5.  Additional liquid usually is present in the waste tank which will dilute
the fuel solution.
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Off-Gas Removal

Off gas from the PRFR pilot leaching plant is presently planne* (1uly,
1959) to pdss directly from the entrainment deparator to.the stack. Cll) A.3 in.

pipeline carries the off gas from the entrainment separator in Cell B of Build-
ing  3026   to the stack connection  at   Cell ·A of Building   3026. This connection
is a 4 in. pipeline which leads to a Cottrell precipitator and absolute filters
at the base of the stack.

If the off gas facilities at the base of the stack are found unsatitfactory,
piping changes will be made at the stack to pass the leaching plant off gas
through a spray type caustic scrubber in addition to the Cottrell precipitator
and the absolute filters.(11)  If this arrangement is found unsatisfactory also,

additional equipment such as caustic scrubber shown as optional equipment in
the flowsheet, Fig. 3, will be included in the leaching plant.

Steam Jet Eductor

Steam jet eddctors are used for moving the solutions between the recycle
acid tank, the leacher, the surge tank, and the Turco solution storage tanks.
All the steam jet eductors shown in the flowsheet, Fig. 3, are of the standard
1/2 in. size.  The characteristics and steam consumption for this type of educ-
tors are shown in Table 3, ana··.:the:.tr:e.demmended :steam.supply ·for these,·eductors is
60 psig.  These eductors are simple and are well suited for handling radioactive
solutions.    Also  they are capable of moving any suspended fines since  they have
been s4own to be capable of passing up to 30 to 40 mesh sand without any diffi-
culty. (28)

From Table 3, it can be seen that the lower the temperature of the

liquid being transferred, the greater the quantity of liquid transferred
for the same amount of steam.  This implies a lower dilution for the
solutions transferred at the lower temperatures.  Also liquids moved at
higher temperatures flash in the throat of the eductor which interferes

i with the transfer operation.  It is recommended, therefore, that the
solutions be cooled to 100OF or less before they are transferred by the
eductors.

Air Lifts

Air lifts which are capable of handling radioactive solutions up to
boiling temperatures are used for moving solutions to the samplers.

The ·submergenc# of these lifts  must be at least  35% for these  to
function properly, since lower submergence results in excessive slugging
of the fluid and vibration of the pipe.  Details of the design anq
characteristics of these devices   are well summarized  by   Keamsley.6·(29)

-             Building 3026 Services

As shown above, steam and air services are required to operate the  (26)
PRFR pilot leaching plant.  The following are available at Building 3026-9

* Submergence is the ratio of the distance between the air inlet and the inlet
liquid level to the overall length of the air lift column,

....-

.........
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Table 3

Water Flow Through a 1/2-Inch Steam Jet Eductor (27)

Steam pressure : 60 psig

Steam consumpti6h: 54 lbs/hr

Suction capacities in gpm of water:

Suction Discharge Suction Temperature
Lift Head 7OOF 90uF 11OvF 130"F

1 ft 0 ft 6,33 gpm 5·33 gpm 4.54 gpm 3.78 gpm

1 20· 6.00 5.40 4.67 3.90

10             0 4.58 4.15. 3.30 2060

10 20 4.63 4.01 3.39 2.72

15              0 3.69 3.26 2.76 2.10

15              20 3.94 3.35 2.72 2.08

i ..
f

-.

0
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1.  125 psig and 25 psig steam.

2.  80 psig and 15 psig air.

3.  40 in. water vacuum in the off gas line.

Conclusion

The preliminary process design for a leaching plant for leaching and

recovering uranium and/or thorium from sheared spent fuel elements has been
completed. Nitric acid chemistry can be used satisfactorily, and the
matetials of construction can be either 304L stainless steel or 309SCb stain-
less steel.  With the exception of criticality and radioactivity donsiderations,
no unusual process design features exist  in this leaching plant.

Material handling and pilot plant studies may result in modifications in
the detailed design.of the leacher.  Such modifications should not present
any difficulties in the process design of this plant.

-

It                   -
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Nomenclature

'             A           Surface area

Ao          Outside surface area

2
B          ·Geometric buckling

C. Specific heat

Di          Inside diameter

Dn          Mean diameter

D           Outside diameter0

f           Thermal utilization factor

G           Mass flow rate per unit cross sectional area

gc          Conversion factor for Newton's law of motion

Gr Gras»f.,ihimb:Met.'

hi          Inside heat transfer coefficient

h           Outside heat transfer coefficient0

hs          Scale heat transfer coefficient

hy         Wall heat transfer coefficient

La Heat loss

All Enthaipy of vaporization

k           Thermal conductivity

L           Length

N2          Migration area

m           Mass

Nu Nusselt number

p          Resonance escape probability

Pr                                    Rr .adfl:*Umber

q Heat transfer rate

Re Reynolds number

I 
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T           Steam or coolant temperature

t           Liquid temperature

(aT)M Log mean temperature difference

At Temperature difference

U           Overall heat transfer coefficient

U           Overall heat transfer coefficient basdd on inside diameteri

U           Overall heat transfer coefficient based on outside diameter0

V Velocity throught ''pipe

W          Evaporation rate

w           Steam rate

/  Volumetric coefficient of expansion

           Neutrons produced per neutron absorbed in U-23525

9           Time

@c          Cooling time
.

Gh          Heating time

Pf          Fluid density

;

li  
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Appendix A

Heat Transfer Through Leacher Heating and Cooling Jackets
./

The heating and cooling jackets of the leacher surround the 10-in. Sch.
40 stainless steel outboard pipes;  the lower jackets being 24 in. long and
the upper jackets being 18 in. long.  This arrangement allows 3.94 ft2 of
heat transfer area for each of the upper jackets and 5.25 ft2 of heat

transfer area for each af the lower jackets based on the inside diameter of
the 10 in. pipe.  The pressure of the available steam is 100 psig, and the
inlet and outlet cooling water temperatures are assumed to be 70OF and 900F.

Heating

There is about 50 gal of acid in the leacher for the dissolution of U02,
and there is about 100 gal of acid in the leacher for the dissolution of
Th02-UOp.  This acid can be either preheated and added to the leacher, or
it can Se added to the leacher at room temperature and brought up to the

operating temperature.  The latter situation is considered here.

A heat balance may be written for the rate of heat transfer from the
steam to the liquid in the leacher. Assuming a uniform temperature for the
liquid in the leacher,

mc dt = UA (T - t)                    (5)
d@

where    m  = mass of liquid in the leacher

c  = specific heat of liquid in the leacher

t  = temperature of liquid in the leacher

@  = time

U  =  overall heat transfer coefficient

A  =  heat transfer area

T  = steam temperature',

Assuming a constant heat transfer coefficient and constant steam temperature,
the time required to raise the li*lid temperature from tl to t2 may be
found by integrating the above relation.

mc T - tl
Gh  =  UA ln (6)T-t2

The temperature of the 100 psig steam is 338'F, and it is assumed·that
-             acid raised from room'temperature which is 680F (200C ) to 2300F (1100C ).

The density of the liquid solution is assumed to be 1.37 g/cc and the specific
heat is assumed to be 0.63 Btu/lb solution 'F.  For the heating of 50 gal of
acid, only the lower two jackets are used, and for heating 100 gal of solution

all four jackets are used.
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To estimate the overall coefficient U,- the individual film coefficients
'            must be first determined.  The steam dondensing coefficient ho and scale

coefficient   hs   are each assumed  to  be 1000 Btu/6/•:St  -OF.  :   The. wa·11:,pcaefficient
is

h, 9.7 319 Btu/hr-ft2.F
0.365

12

For the estimation of the inside coefficiant  hi, natural convection is
assumed. McAdams (31) gives the necessary relations Tor estimating natural

convection coefficients in the form of

Nu  = fn (Gr 0 Pr)                        (7)

where Nu = Nusselt number

Gr  =  Grashof number

Pr  =  Prandtl number

In addition to the physical properties mentioned above, the following prop-
erties ard assumed for the nitric acid:

Viscosity,  p  =  2.4 lb/ft hr

0
Thermal conductivity,. k „=  0.28 Btu/hr:ft · F

Volumetric coefficient of expansion,      /6   =     3.3  x  10-4   oF-1

Assuming a film temperature drop, at, of 100'F, the Grashof number for the
lower jackets is

LJ . Pf2  6c  /qf  at
Gr

 fi

(2)3(65.5)2(4.17 x 108)(3.3 x 10-4)(100)
(2.4)2

8.2 x 1010

and the Prandtl number is

CB 0.63 x 2.4
Pr r= 0.28 -  5.4

Therefore    for the lower jackets.(31)
-11/3

Nu       =   0.1 3    8.2   x   1010   x 5·4 2 = 990
4,
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_ Nuk=(990)(0.28)h i- -r   2 140 Btu/hr·ft2. oF

Because the length term L cancels out of the relation used for estimating hi'
the film coefficient for the upper jackets is the same.

Therefore the overall heat transfer coefficient is
*

1

1   -21- + 5%- + s%-f + hw 111 00 S O

1
= 1 10.02 10.02 10.02

IKE     +      319   x   10..38      +      1000   x   10.75      +      1000   x   10.75

=  81 Btu/hr·ft2.OF

The time to heat 50 gal of acid with the lower jackets is

(572)(0.63)  . -   (338 - 68)
9h  =  (81)(10.50)  4'  (338 - 230)

0.4br

and that to heat 100 gal of acid with all four jackets is

9  =  (1144)(0.63)  in  (338 - 684
(81)(18.38) (338 - 230)

=  0.4 hr

Hence  the acid could be heated in about  1/2  hr.

Evaporation

At times evaporation of part of the liquid in the leacher may be desired.
Assuming that the liquid is at the boiling temperature and that only the
lower jackets are used for heating, the rate of evaporation is calculated
as follows:

-              The boiling film heat transfer coefficient  h   is assumed to be
1000 Btu/hr ·ft2.OF,  and the overall heat transfer coefficient  is

1--

170 Btu/hr ·ft2.oFUi  _1 + 10.02 10.02 10.02
1000 319 x 10.38  +  1000 x 10.75  + 1000 x 10.75

-1
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The rate of-evaporation is then

w           (170 )(10.50 )(338  -  230 )
200 lbs/hr

96O

0.4 gpm of liquid

From this, one can see that about 4 hrs are required to evaporate 100 gal

of liquid.  However, for most cases, the amount of liquld to be evaporated from
the  leacher will usually  be  much. less.

Cooling .      ·,

Before the solution is removed from the leacher by means of the steam
eductor, it hhould be cooled to 100IF or less to prevent excessive dilution
by the condensed steam.  For design purposes the cooling water inlet tempera-
ture  is 70IF and the outlet temperature is 90'F which -gives an average
temperature of 800F.  Writing a heat balance similar to that used for

calculating the heating time, the cooling time is expressed as              .

9       -    51    1n    tl   -  T                                                         (8), c UA t2 - T

where T cooling water temperature.

( To   estimate the outside film coefficient      ho,    it is assumed that about.
30 gpm of cooling water flows in the annular space between a 10 1.4. Qch. 40
pipe and a 14 in. Sch. 10 pipe. Assuming turbulent flow, McAdams (31) recommends
the following relation for predicting heat transfer coefficients for turbu-
lent flow in concentric annuli.

Nu   (Pr)1,2/-3 Ag 0.14
0.023               (9)

-<*I)                 <Re
 U.2

hawhere Nu     -

G  = mass flow rate per unit cross sectional area

Subscript b  = bulk conditions

Subscript w  = wall condition

Using this relation, the outside heat transfer coefficient ho is about
600 Btu/hr ft2 oF.

For estimating the inside heat transfer coefficient h , it is assumed
that temperature drop across the inside film is about 500F.  The inside
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coefficient is then about

/ 50-} 2 0/ \1/3
hi <100/

(140) 110  Btu/hr · ft   ·  F

The overall coefficient is therefore

1

Ui " _1 + 10.02   10.02           10.02
110 319 x 10.38 600 x 10.75 1000 x 10.75

=  . 67  Btu/hr · ft2.OF

The time to cool 50 gal of solution with the lower jackets is

(572 )(0.63)  ln  (230 )- 80)cc  - (67)(10.50) (100 - 80)
1

1.0 hr

and that to cool 100 gal of solution with all four jackets is
/

(1144 ) (0„63 )   ln       (230   -   80 )gc
(67)(18.38) (100-BO)                                   1

1.1 hr

, it
Hence, about 1 hr is required to cool the solution before it is removed from
the leacher.  Cooling water temperatures lower than those assumed above will
shorten the cooling time.

./.1

/- .#
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t, Appendix B

Off Gas Rates from Leacher

Since the dissolution rates of U02 in nitric acid are greater than
those of Th02-U02'(5,32) the off gas rates are estimated here for UO 
dissolution  only.      Figs.   1  and  2   show the leaching rates of sheared  rods
containing rejected FWR fuel.(293)  From these graphs, it can be seen

that the initial dissolution rates of the rods sheared into 1/2 in. lengths
are    0. 0812 g U/min·g total    U and 0.1074   g   U/min· g total U respectively   in
acid originally at boiling temperature and that originally at room tempera-
ture and subsequently brought up to boiling temperatures.

For these calculations, it is assumed that the basic equation for UC2

dissolution  in  HNO3 'is valid. (1)
22 kcal

2U02   +   6   HN03   +   3H20   ----*    2.U02(N03)2 0    6   H20   +  NO   +   N02   ; · ·88.Z=, : - , · ; inol  -u

Also it is assumed that the heat of reaction is removed in the form of
saturated steam at 1 atmosphere, and that about 10 cfm of air is introduced
through the air spargers.  Assuming a 100 kg U02 charge in the leacher, the
theoretical off gas rates for these two initial dissolution rates are as
follows:

gu          gu
-                 Dissolution rate 0.0812 min·g total U   001074 min·g total U

NO and N02 formation 61.0 cfm 87.1 cfm
Steam formation 72.5 cfm 103.5 cfm
Sparging air 10 cf'In 10 cfnl

Total 71
-   144 cfm 200 cf'm  '

The above data are for the dissolution of U02 in 10 M HNOq.  G. A. West
has found that the initial dissolution rates gf 402 in 13-M HNOR is higher
than  that  in  10  g HN03  by a factor of 127/89.(32) Using these  &ata  for
13 M HNO and assuming again an air sparging rate of 10 cfm, the initial off
gas rate& are then:

g u g u   Dissolution rate 0.116 min·g total U 0.153 min·g total U

NO and NO2 formation, 87 cfm 124 cfm  .
Steam formation 104 cfm 149 cfm
Sparging air 10 cfm 10 cfm

.
 ' Total 201 cfm 283 cfm
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Inspecting these off gas rates and assuming a safety factor, the off gas
rate for design purposes is assumed to be

NO and NO2 formation 177 cfm
Steam formation 213 cfm
Sparging ait 10 cfm

Total 400 cfm

-                                                              1
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Appendix C

Reflux Condenser Heat Transfer

' Since the vapor entering the reflux condenser contains a large amount
of noncondensibles and the heat load is not known accurately, the heat
transfer calculations here are based on a simplified method developed by
C. H. Gilmour. (33,34) This method has been found to be satisfactory for

the design of heat exchangers used for similar service for·the Union Carbide
Chemicals Company,(35)

For the purposes of the calculations here, the heat transfer area is
divided into two regions.  The first region is that for cooling the vapor to
the dew point, and the second region is that for the condensation.  Although
the nitrogen oxides in the vapor will be partially absorbed in the condensate,
it is considered as an inert material here.  This assumption is conservative.

Since the off gas flow rate used for design purposes of 400 cfm as

shown in Appendix B is highly conservative, the following off gas rate is
assumed in order to obtain a reasonable size heat exchanger.

NO and N02 155 cfm
Steam . 185 cfm
Sparging Air .10 cf'm

Total 350 cfm

It is also arbitrarily assumed that the vapor is cooled from 220'F to 130'F

in this heat exchanger.  This latter temperature is selected in order that
the water loss from the leacher during the leaching operations is reasonably
small, The inlet and outlet temperatures   of the cooling water in condensing
portion of the condenser are 70 and 900F.  The heat required to be transferred
under these conditions is about 450,000 Btu/hr.  Fig. 12 shows the vapor and

cooling water temperatures in the condenser which were obtained by heat
balance calculations.

The dew point of the above mixture is about 1890F.  The cooling of the
vapor from 220OF to this temperature is considered as the first region of the
heat. exchanger,  and tha subsequent cooling and condensing from 1890F  to
130'F is considered as the second region of the heat exchanger.

For the first region,   the heat transfer   rate is about 12,000 Btu/hr.
The log mean temperature drop of 114'F is assumgd $0 be the mean temperature
difference.  Using the method shown by Gilmour,l33) a heat exchanger contain-

3 ing ninety-six 5/8 in. 14 BWG tubes 9 in. long is sufficient to cool the
vapor to its dew point.  Details of the calculations by this method are not
shown here since it is not warranted in this report.

The remaining heat is transferred in the second region of the heat
exchanger.  Since the specific heat of the vapor and condensate are varying
in this region, the logarithmic mean temperature difference is not the

average temperature difference between the vapor and the cooling water.  Using
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».                         the method described by Gilmour, (34) the average temperature difference between
the condensing vapor  and the cooling water  is' 870F. Gilmour' s method (34 )  for
calculating the'heat transfer in the region assumes the vapor cools to a
ficticious temperature,   the condensing takes place   at this temperature,   and
the condensate and the remaining vapor then cools from this ficticious temper-
ature to the temperature of the vapor at the heat exchanger's outlet.  This
ficticious temperature is assumed to be the mean vapor temperature in the,
condensing region of the condenser which is 1680F.  Using this method, a heat
exchanger containing·ninety-six 5/8 in. 14 BWG tubes which are 36 in, long is
sufficient to partially condense and cool the vapor from its dew point to
1300F.  The baffle spacing on the,shell side of this heat exchanger is assumed
to be 9 in.  Details of these calculations are omitted here also since they

are not warranted in this report.

A heat exchanger containing ninety-six 5/8 in. 14 BWG tubes 45 in. long
is capable of serving as a reflux condenser for the PRFR pilot leaching

plant.  These tubes are to be meunted in a 12 inch shell which contains baffles
9 in. apart.  The cooling of water requirement is about 45 gpm which requires

1-1/2 in. connections to the shell of the heat exchanger.

.

.

4                                                                                                                               4
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Appendix D

Heat Transfer Through the Coils of the Acid Feed and Rinse Solution Tanks

Steam coits are used for the heating of the decontamination solutions in
the acid feed and rinse solution tanks.  For the purposes of these calculations,
the following assumptions are made.

1.  Each tank contains 150 gal of solution.

2.  The solution is heated. from 70IF to 220'F.

3.       The  .solution   density   is   74.3   lb/ft3.

4.  The solution specific heat is 0.825 Btu/lb IF.
5.  100 psig steam is available for heating.

a.  Steam.temperature is 338'F.

b.  Steam heat of condensation is 881 Btu/hr.

The heating time is determined by the same relation as that for, the
leacher as shown in Appendix A, i.e.,

i                                             @h  =  UK in T - T2
mc. T -t 
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From above, the total heat capacity of the material in each tank is

150
mc     :735 (7403)(O.825) = 1230 Btu/oF

The   overall heat transfer coefficient   U is estimated   to be about 100 Btu/h:r.ft2·OF
from information available   in   Perry. (36 ) Assuming   that   it is desired  to   heat
the solution in about 3/4 hr, the necessary heat transfer area is then

mc T - tl

A  =  U*h· 11'  T - t2

(1230) 338 - 70
=  (100)(0.75 )    338 - 220

=     13.5  ft2
./ Selecting 3/4 in. 16 BWG stainless steel tubing for the steam coils, the

necessary length of thi·s tubing to obtain the above heat transfer area is

13·5 ft2
69 ft

0.1963 ftz/ft

5-
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If the coils are assembled  on  a  30 in. diameter,  69/Tr (2.5)    = 9 turns  are
required. Therefore, coils  with 10 turns  of  3/4  in.   16 BWG tubing  on  a
30 in. diameter should be satisfactory for this application.

..

«7
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1
Appendix E

-
- Heat Transfer Through Recycle  Acid  Tank' s Heating and Cooling Jackets

Steam jackets are used for heating the decontamination solution in the
recycle acid tank.  It is assumed for design purposes that this tank contains
120 gal of solution.  This is conservative since by the use of decontamination
jets, the actual volume of decontamination solution used ordinarily.is much
less.  These jackets can be also used for partially heating or cooling the

acid  prior to jetting   it   to the leacher.      Only  the   heating  of the decontamination
solution is considered here since the amount of required heat transfer is the
greatest for this case.  The assumptions here are the same as those in Appendix D
with the exception that the vessel contains only 120 gal. of solution. .

The total heat capacity of the solution is then
120

mc  =  7-IE (74.3)(0.825)  =  984 Btu/oF
The  inside,  wall,  outside,  a4d  ggaling heat transfer coefficients  are.
respectively estimated to be (37)(30)

hi       =      150  Btu/hz'. ft2.oF
_ (9.4)(12)

4  - O.375 =  300 Btu/hr·ft2.oF

¢..,

ho     =    1500  Btu/hroft2.oF

hs  = 1000 Btu/hr.ft2.oF

The overall heat transfer coefficient is then                         /

1

U e 4 D 1 ·10
hi Di  +  hy D n  +  ho  +  hS

1
12,750

12.750                 .1                      1

(150)(12.000) r (300)(12.375) 1500 + 1000

80 Btu/hr'.ft . F2o

t=
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„ and the heat transfer area is
1

12.750
Ao     =    2  DoL     =     (2)   (Tr )       i2      (30)

= 20 ft2

Using the same relation as for the leacher as shown in Appendix A, the heating
time is

mc T - tlgh  = OK ln T - t2

(984)   ln  338 - 70
(80)(20) 338 - 220

0.5 hr

This time is considered satisfactory and therefore two 3 ft long heating and

cooling jackets on recycle acid tanks will be sufficient.

For sizing the inlet steam line, the initial steam rate for each jacket
is                                                                                                                                                         a

UoAo AT' =  (80 ) (10 ) (268 )w                               244 lb/hr
4h          (881)

Assuming the design·velocity of the steam flowing through the inlet pipe to
be 5000 ft/min, the necessary pipe area required is then

(244)(3.882)(144) -= 0.456 in2(60)(5000)

A 3/4 in. Sch. 40 pipe will satisfy these conditions.  A 1/2 in. Sch. 40 pipe
will be satisfactory for the drain line.

4
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Appendix F
-7

Heat Transfer in the Feed Acid Heater

.

The heat transfer surface of the feed acid heater consists of 19-1/2 turns
of 5/8 in. 16 BWG stainless steel tubing on a 7 in. circle.  The length of this
tubing is then about 36 ft and its surface area based on the outside diameter is
5.85 ft2.  It is assumed that the liquid, solution is heated from 110 to 220OF

inside the coiled tubing by condensing 100 psig steam.  The log mean tempera-
ture difference for this condition is :

(AT)M ln    (338    -   110)

(338 - 110) - (338 - 220) 1670F

I + (338 - 220)

Information shown in Table 3 for jet eductor capacities show that the
flow rate of the liquid solution through this heater may vary from about 30
to   about 50 lb/min. The maximum and minimum rates    of heat transfer through
these coils are (assuming  a  specific  heat  of 0.63 Btu/lb  OF)

quax (50)(60)(0063)(110) 208,000 Btu/hr

qmin (30)(60)(0063)(110) 125,000 Btu/hr

Therefore, the necessary overall heat transfer coefficients Uo based on the
-

outside surface area are then

208,000 213 Btu/hr·ft2.OFU
Omax (5.85)(167)

125,000U- 128   Btu/hr. ft2.oF
vmin (5.85)(167)

Using the Dittus -Boelter(31) equation and assuming a solution thermal
conductivity of 0.31 Btu/hroft•IF and a solution viscosity of 2.4 lb/hroft,

the inside heat transfer coefficients h  are

himax 1740  Btu/hr. ft21OF

himb    =    1150 Btu/hr· ft2.oF

The wall heat transfer coefficient h  is

*w 1740 Btu/hr• ft2.OF(904) (12)
0.065

--

From the information in Stoever(37), the outside coefficient for the con-

densing steam ho is assumed to be

ho  = 1000 Btu/hroft2.oF

· 4
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and the scale coefficient h is assumed to be
S                            ·

9,                                  hs     1000 Btu/hr-
ft2.oF

Therefore, the maximum overall heat transfer coefficient U    isOmax
estimated to be

UOmax  D- +
hi Ri 1, 42    .t  +  ts

1

(0.625) (0.625)       1      1
(1740)(0.495) 1 (1740)(0:560) + 1000 + 1000

296 Btu/hroft2.oF

and the minimum overall heat transfer coefficient UQ    is estimated to be

1
-                                               U

omin (0.625)    +  0.00264
(1150)(0.495)

.

268  Btu/hroft2.oF
Hence the heat exchanger as shown in Fig. 9 is conservatively designed.

The initial steam requirements are

(208,000) (3.882 ) 15·3 cfm
(881)(60)

A good design velocity for the inlet steam is 5000 fpm.  The necessary pipe

cross section to carry this amount of steam is

(15.3)(144) .= 0.44 in 
50o0

i. It is recommended, therefore, that the inlet steam line be a 3/4 in.  Sch.·40
pipe and the condensate line be a 1/2 in. Sch. 40 pipe.
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